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Don't COP Out!

Protest 12th November!
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Plymouth Climate Council Extreme weather across the world.

Climate catastrophe televised from
every continent. The climate
emergency is real, writes Tony Staunton
from the Campaign against Climate Change.
Yet governments here, there and
everywhere are denying the crisis in
order to protect the oil and fossil-
fuel corporations who fund them.
This is the real conspiracy.

Prime Minister Truss doesn't raise
any hope of more action on Climate
Change. Indeed, the Tory Party MP's
appear controlled by a small group
of climate deniers who lobby to cut
Green subsidies and jail climate
protesters.
They're bringing back fracking, which
will have no impact on fuel prices or
security, changing the rules to ensure
farming is prioritised over new solar
projects, and giving the green light for
new coal mines and oil
Truss has ended the 'green levies' on
energy bills, despite experts warning
that this would save an average
household just £150 off average annual
bills now reported to be capped at over
£4,000 by this time next year.

In reality, either the emissions that are
heating the atmosphere, earth and
oceans are reduced quickly and
dramatically or we will experience
social as well as environmental
collapse in the near future.
Only mass protest can demand the
fundamental changes to production
required to stop climate collapse.

What we need is immediate tax
investment in renewables - wind,
solar and wave for cheap electricity
for all - and a nationally funded
programme of home insulation to
drastically cut energy use. Now!

Don't Trust Truss

Cut Emissions

But the UK and other large economies
are copping-out, preferring the get-richer-
quicker approach of lining the pockets of
super-rich whilst leaving the vast majority
of humanity to suffer. They're driving us
towards extinction.

Next month the 27th United Nations
Conference of the Parties (COP for short)
meets in the police state of Egypt. There
will be few campaigners allowed. Protests
are proscribed and protesters imprisoned,
It will be dominated by fossil-fuel corps.
Last year's COP26 in Glasgow saw little
action from the Conference which is
supposed to agree international co-
operation to stop climate collapse.
We doubt that anything valuable will be
decided at this year's COP27. But it will be
a focus for renewed public debate about
the deepening climate catastrophe.
We should demonstrate our demands for
action - in Plymouth and everywhere!

COP27 won't act!

plymouthhub4climate.org

Join us on Facebook

Stay in touch with
climate actions in

Plymouth:

www.campaigncc.org

Plymouth Guildhall 12 midday

Organise for Climate
Jobs - end fossil fuels,
build renewables

www.cacctu.org.uk


